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This is one funny movie, and there's no doubt
that the dialogue is one of the movie's highlights.
The movie's central ideas on "coming of age"
aren't all that original. But the film is funny and
doesn't make any serious points at all. Many of
the characters are likable and the movie's plot
isn't overly complicated. But no one character
really stands out. The 40-Year-Old Virgin
combines serious and silly elements in a mixture
that works and isn't overwhelmingly heavy. Steve
Carrell delivers a subtly fantastic performance in
this hilarious comedy. But just because it's silly
and funny, doesn't mean that's all that it is.
Towards the end of the movie, I found myself
watching a film about modern ideas of
masculinity. There really is a strong narrative
hidden behind uproarious comedy and obnoxious
jokes. However, where The 40-Year-Old Virgin
really demonstrates its strengths is simply in the
comedy. It truly is a very funny movie, and a
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smart, touching film as well. Unlike similar
comedies nowadays, it asks more of the film by
taking the story a step further than creating
laughs. Andy Stitzer has a pleasant life with a nice
apartment and a job stamping invoices at an
electronics store. But at age 40, there's one thing
Andy hasn't done, and it's really bothering his sex-
obsessed male co-workers: Andy is still a virgin.
Determined to help Andy get laid, the guys make
it their mission to de-virginize him. But it all
seems hopeless until Andy meets small business
owner Trish, a single mom. it's andy's 40th
birthday. he has never had sex, even though he is
the type of guy who should have "caught" a
woman by now. at work, it's clear that david and
his friends are pulling a fast one on him. after
david is promoted to manager, andy plots to
cheat him out of his position. so he gets help from
his buddies. they all convince themselves to have
sex with his boss' girlfriend, trish.
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duration: 70 min box office: $94.8 million rotten
tomato: 36% grammar school: i want to give god
10% credit for this film. and frank sinatra. the rest

is a lot of bad acting and no stories. the actors
deliver most of their lines slowly and in a phony,

"entertainer like" manner. these people are
embarrassing and an insult to the american

public. when it comes to "funny" and "hopelessly
stupid" this movie is more over rated than "annie"

as some of you might remember. an extremely
well reviewed and mostly positive movie filled

with a lot of "quirky" american characters and a
few american jokes, the 40 year old virgin is a

flawed, but enjoyable comedy. when planning to
go see the film, be sure to make your ticket

purchase early, as it can sometimes run out of
tickets by the time it opens (it is playing on

limited release in the united states). if you never
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get to see the film, then you missed out, as it is
remarkably entertaining and often quite funny.
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